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Since the publication of our last newsletter, a lot has happened in this project! Besides
the pandemic, we continue working, trying to adapt to these situations of uncertainty.
We are proud to say that we have been very productive! IO3 and IO4 are almost
finished, and we are about to finalize the project! Here you have all important
information at a glance!
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A lot has happened these months!

Entitled “EAST description within the ECVET system – Standard for continuous
entrepreneurial qualification”, IO3’s content is almost finalized. There are still some
minor changes that partners agreed on applying on their last online meeting. This output
will suggest a description of EAST qualification within the ECVET system which will aim to
be a standard for continuous VET qualification on Entrepreneurship.

IO3 results

IO4: Almost done!

IO4 consists on the creation
of EAST platform. The name
of the output is “EAST
platform. A unique and
innovative environment – an
assessment tool/self-
evaluation tool for
entrepreneurs”. Partners will
test English platform to
provide feedback on possible
changes before it is
translated to all partners’
languages.
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IO4 Almost done!

EAST’s partnership is strategically formed by partners from five European countries (Spain,
Poland, Cyprus, Greece and Italy) and from different sectors, including universities, private
companies focused on training, research centers and higher educational institutions.

The partnership

Next steps

The objective of the platform
will be to deliver
a unique innovative and
creative environment which
will provide a self-evaluation
tool based on the needs that
have been identified on IO1.
Recommendations materials
on ECVET and ECTS will be
provided as well.

We are currently finishing the last content of IO3 and IO4, which is about the OER, where
all the content will be available!
Partners will carry out the last meeting in September 2021, ideally face to face if the
situation allows it!
Stay tuned for more information about EAST Project!


